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The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System 

is a gutter cover like no other. The perforated 

openings provide maximum rain water flow 

while restricting leaves and other debris. A 

sloped rubber-based insert is weather resistant 

providing added support and positive drainage.  

We are the supplier to the major  

manufacturers and distributors for  

their fittings in their colors.

AVAILABLE IN 5”,  6”, 7” & 8”

20655 Northline Road | Taylor, Michigan 48180
734-287-8840 | 800-544-0393 | Fax 734-287-8841

For your FREE Sample of Clean Sweep and 
other quality products, contact your supplier 
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

With the larger gutters becoming more and more popular, we’ve got you covered with 
the Clean Sweep Gutter Protection System. Now available in 7" & 8". The extra inches do 
matter when it comes to a gutter’s ability to do its job. Larger rain gutters have the capacity 
to handle more rainwater, which means more debris with the potential to clog gutters. 
Clean Sweep's innovative gutter cover design prevents unwanted materials from entering 
the gutter system.

We’ve got you
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7” 8”
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VALUE – USEFULNESS – BENEFIT

According to the Oxford Dictionary, Innovation is a service, or feature, 
which is intended to make a company or product attractive to customers.

WHAT IS A VALUE PROPOSITION?
A value proposition is a promise of value stated by a company that 
summarizes how the benefit of the company’s product or service will be 
delivered, experienced, and acquired. Essentially, a value proposition 
specifies what makes the company’s product or service attractive, why 
a customer should purchase it, and how the value of the product or 
service is different from similar offerings.

As we’ve discussed in an earlier issue of Gutter Enterprise (GE) commu-
nicating our value must become part of our mantra! How Homeowners 
perceive our job matters. When convincing the customer (homeowner) 
why they need our services, we must clearly create value. This first of 
a four part series gives you an overview of what topics we’ll address, 
and a timeline for their deeper exploration.

Inside this issue we talk about value and why it is necessary in elevating 
our entire industry. 

We also mention Obscurity. With many installers stepping over dollars 
to make pennies, are we pricing ourselves into obscurity? We also 
explore how installers who are new to the business may be, in some 
capacity, cutting corners; which consequently impacts our trade. 

We also review automation in the industry. Many manufacturers have 
turned to Apps and other new millennium tools to mitigate safety issues, 
increase speed and efficiency, stem the problems of labor issues and 
solidify customer relationships. We’ll take a look at a couple of the latest.

Encourage all installers to Charge for Bids, at the time of this printing, 
according to AAA the National Average was $4.40 a gallon.

Thank you to all our new subscribers this 
month and please make sure to share 
interesting and different installations 
as well as stories. Installers appreciate 
hearing from others in the industry.

Brian
BRIAN MAHONEY
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In effect, gutters can be compared to a car’s windshield wipers. 
You rarely think about them until it rains or snows. Then you 
realize how important wipers are at moving precipitation off 

your windshield so you can see to drive; like gutters that move the 
threats of water away from the structure of a home or business.

Of course there are other valuable advantages to a quality 
guttering system which are important for some buyers. But smart 
owners of homes or businesses that you, the owner of a guttering 
service, may serve; have a lot of money invested in their structures. 
How do you illustrate their need for your “protective” services? 
How can you successfully lead them through the 
sales cycle? And how can you deliver what you 
promise? Coming up with solutions for each indi-
vidual buyer are critical to your business success. 

BUYERS NEED A GUTTERING SYSTEM 
THAT’S TAILORED TO THEIR INDIVID-
UAL NEEDS

The “red-headed stepchild” of the building in-
dustry, gutters rarely – if ever – get the respect 
they deserve until the overwhelming need for 
them becomes apparent to your buyer. Damage 
to their structure for the lack of a gutter system 
forces them to spend money on repairs to roofs, 
fascia, outer (and/or inner) walls, basements, 
foundations, and landscapes. Chances are one 
or more of these specialists have already told 
the property owner how a good gutter system 
could have prevented this expensive damage. 

Other prospective customers may have already discovered 
the advantages, and money-saving features, of a good quality 
gutter “flood control” (and water collection) system.

When thinking about these general customer needs, try this thought. 

Communities of all sizes spend millions of dollars 
every year on the management and recovery of storm 
water in order to protect community property. Why 
should a home or business owner not do the same? 

SELLING GUTTERS
IN TODAY’S COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
BY: GN BOWEN EDITOR  | PHOTO CREDIT: ARCSITE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Featured on This Old House

Replicates Traditional Details

Architecturally correct profiles

Strongest gutter on the market 

Exact match to wood profile

Simple to install - hidden connectors

Approved by Historic Commissions 

Looking for Distributors and Installers

in Premium and Historic Home Markets

Featured on This Old House

Replicates Traditional Details

Architecturally correct profiles

duragutter.com

info@duragutter.com

Extruded (not roll formed) aluminum 

Architecturally correct profiles

for modern and traditional homes

Featured on This Old House

Strongest gutter in the world
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Compete with 
Leaf Filter

Hydro Flo features...
•  For use on both 5” and 6” gutters.
•   Installs on top of the gutter. Works on  

any roof pitch. No lifting of shingles.
•   #18 stainless steel mesh filters out even  

the smallest particles.
•  4’ sections for fast and easy installation.

Over 45 years manufacturing quality 
aluminum raingutter products.

CALL  800-877-7026
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The risk of not doing so to a city with a population of a million, or an 
individual home or business owner, is the tremendous loss in value 
of its community; even if it’s a community of one (family or company).

So, when you are selling gutters, find the best way of edu-
cating your potential customer to see just how vital guttering 
systems are to the long-term health and well-being of their 
valuable structure: and how a dime spent on the right solution 
today saves countless dollars down the road! 

What will follow in this series will be general observations and 
suggested tactics which might call for some gutter sellers to move 
a bit out of their comfort zones in how they sell their installation 
services. But success in life, like business, involves some change 
every now-and-then if things are to get better. And though there will 
be a bit of overlap between these three installments, we’ve broken 
the themes down into three categories of the gutter sales process.

JULY/AUGUST: DEVELOPING GOOD LEADS AND 
QUALIFYING YOUR PROSPECTIVE BUYERS

Qualifying leads and prospects is an essential leading step 
in any business’ sales cycle. Successful gutter installers need 
to get off to a good start by finding productive ways to target 
willing prospects; then efficiently qualify them. What are some 
of the methods we will explore?

•  REFERRALS: The “close rate” of a prospect that is referred by 
one of your happy customers is high. How will an effective 
referral rewards program for your existing customers help 
you find easier-to-qualify prospects? 

•  NETWORKING AND TRADING LEADS: Small businesses live 
through networking. How can affiliations with other home 
service business types (roofers, painters, landscapers, etc) 
create new revenue channels for your company? 

•  LISTS: Smart salespeople understand the value of “good” lists 
of businesses and people. And though many are readily 
available, in this day of “spam” emails, texts and phone 
calls, how can you choose whether lists are a waste of time 
and money or not; and which might be effective? 

•  SPECIAL PROMOTIONS: A good place to get prospects is at con-
sumer trade shows: many open to the public. Home-improvement 
shows, for example, are golden opportunities to sell consumer-ori-
ented gutter services. Environmentally-themed shows also allow 
you to promote gutters as water-harvesting solutions. We’ll explore 
the ABC’s of mining prospects at trade shows

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER: EDUCATE AND ENGAGE 
YOUR PROSPECTS: MAKE THEM COMFORTABLE

How do you know when someone becomes a qualified 
prospect and how do you transition this person into a 
bona-fide buyer? What’s the best way to work the facts 
of one or more of the following “gutter advantages” into 
the conversation?

•  GUTTER SAFETY: Channels water away from entry areas. 
Eliminates sitting water on driveways, patios, walkways and 
near foundations. 

•  STRUCTURAL PRESERVATION: How do you impress upon 
a prospect how un-channeled, standing water damages 
a home or business’ structure? How can you connect the 
dangers of erosion to poor water drainage around a home 
and how gutters dramatically reinforce foundation stability 
and eliminate: structural dangers, leaks caused by erosion, 
water in basements and crawl spaces which create mold and 
mildew which can (and does) cause health issues. Showing 
how siding and soffits last longer and preventing water 
intrusion into the home which can destroy interior walls and 
ceilings, are all solutions you must share with homeowners 
about gutter advantages. 

•  BEAUTY: Gutters not only are highly functional, but en-
hance the beauty of the home and adds to its value. But 
you can also educate customers on their durability and 
ways of maintaining your “structural water channeling 
systems.” And if you offer maintenance services, this 
might be the time to begin enlightening the buyer about 
economical ways of making their new gutters last two 
or three times longer than any warranty might cover; at 
pennies on the dollar.

•  HARVESTING WATER: Clean water is turning into gold. 
Professional gutter installers are now front line troops in 
advocating and educating homeowners on the benefits of 
preserving this precious resource. From a simple, single 
barrel conservation set-up to larger multi-barrel systems, the 
benefits are numerous. Non-potable advantages include 
watering gardens, washing cars, and driveways, and fire 
mitigation. Many potable applications such as drinking wa-
ter have many advantages that can be deal-closers. Water 
harvesting also offers opportunities for installers to forge 
close business alliances with garden centers, landscape 
architects and conservationists.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
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I gave a masterful presentation that day and sold the job. 
Every time the customers saw the briefcase, they would 
comment on how nice it was. 

The battle wasn’t over, but I finally had enough profit to 
break even. 

In 1980, Ronald Regan became president, it took about a 
year-and-a-half for ‘Reaganomics' to take effect. 

Over time, inflation went down and confidence in the 
consumer went up. By 1986, we were doing better than we 
have ever done. and sold many more jobs.

As small business owners, you must watch what is going on 
in Washington. 

Pay careful attention to inflation and the economy. They 
will give you signs to buckle down or to let you know if 
everything is OK, but trust your instincts and move swiftly 
to make changes.

DJ Mills is the owner of EZ Miter Gutter Template. 
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FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OF $100+  

PROVIDING                 
EXCEPTIONAL  SERVICE 

WITH QUAILTY     
PRODUCTS 

SADDLES, MITERS 
& MORE! 

ONE STOP SHOP FOR 
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319-465-6655 
CONTACT US TODAY! 

WWW.GUTTERMATERIALS.COM 
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GUARDS 
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Gutters are an essential part of preserving any structure. When 
educating (selling) your services to your customer, we’ll explore 
ways to share the benefits that a home or business owner 
values, how to “read “ the ones they value the most, and make 
closing your prospect easier.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER: CLOSING AND BEING 
COMFORTABLE “ASKING FOR THE MONEY”

This is where the rubber meets the road. And it is the part of 
the sales process that is full of both opportunity, and danger. 
In the end, it’s all about your attitude, ability to listen, and 
communicating with your prospect that you are interested in 
helping them solve their problems – even if inside, you might 
know more about their problems than they do.

One thing you must accept is there is no cookie-cutter sales 
process. Every prospect is unique. And though many may 
share some similarities, no two prospects are exactly alike. 

There are some traits all successful salespeople share:

•  They listen and adapt to the customer, truthfully!
•  They arm themselves with the facts and know them backwards 

and forwards. 
•  And they are genuine. 

They don’t have to modify their behavior; just their truthful response 
to the resistance all prospects offer. It’s a natural hesitance that 
you can overcome with genuine truth and friendly persuasion. 
A good sales person is comfortable in their own skin. This eases 
the prospect into accepting that your important services protect 
their home investments, and enhance their value.

We’ll explore ways to reach your sales “comfort zone.” Over the next 
few editions, we’ll spend time uncovering and sharing the secrets 
of successfully selling (and closing) the home (and business) owner. 

To that end, we invite your stories of sales success 
and failure. The more experiences we can share, 
the more we can help each other.

www.gUttErENtErprisE.coM  5



I recently had a great conversation with a manufacturer in the 
gutter industry, Lisa Stabe of Wolverine plastics. The company 
is made up of several divisions: two of those being HVAC 

products and Skyhook Gutter Hangers. She says “the HVAC 
companies that Wolverine serves are not having the same 
difficulty finding qualified workers as the gutter companies.”

By-and-large HVAC companies are successfully finding and 
keeping workers because the work itself is valued by the home-
owner because the gratification is immediate. When they have 
no heat or AC it directly affects their quality (and comfort) of 
their lives. You could say the same thing goes with plumbing 
services. If running water for flushing toilets, taking showers and 
drinking is interrupted, the customer thinks it’s a pretty big deal 
and is willing to pay what is necessary to make things right.

But as you get further into the list of services valued by a home-
owner, such as gutter installation, the less immediate gratification 
they often feel, and the lower the value they place on your 
services. Even roofers have high priority if a serious springtime 
hailstorm has shredded someone’s roof. So by the time you 
get to gutters, if there’s no apparent immediate need, most 
homeowners drop that into the, “I’ll get to it sometime” category.

As we’ve discussed in an earlier issue of Gutter Enterprise (GE), 
“Communicating our value must become part of our mantra!” 
How Homeowners perceive our job matters. When convincing 
the customer (homeowner) why they need our services, we 
must clearly create value. Why should they do business with 
you, and worse, nickel-and-dime you over the price, instead 
of accepting gutter value if you can’t communicate it? How do 
you create respect in their minds for what you deliver to them?

•  What do you offer that other installers do not? 

•  Is your pricing consistent, and FAIR? 

•  Is the quality of your products top notch?

These are just a few items that create value in the customer’s 
mind and help separate you from other installers. But it can only 
mitigate the pricing issue. It cannot completely eliminate it. For 
there will always be some buyers who insist on wasting dollars 
by chasing pennies and force you to leave money on the table.

ARE WE PRICING OURSELVES INTO OBSCURITY?
The gutter Industry is one of the few where government-mandated 
licensing is not required for a startup. As far as we know, no other 
trade in the building and construction industry allows people to 
wake up one morning, roll out of bed, buy a gutter machine – or 
utilize a cut-and-drop program – and start installing gutters. 

And even if each state has its own way of regulating construc-
tion-centric industries, none that we know of even mentions 
gutter installation (or maintenance) when it comes to mandatory 
licensing. Because of that lack of governmental oversight; if 
you’ve got the money, establishing a gutter installation (and 
maintenance) company is a pretty easy start-up.

But it’s a long way from start-up to consistent profitability. And 
though there can be many obstacles to overcome on the way 
to success, some of the most prominent involve:

ARE WE PRICING 
OURSELVES

INTO 
OBSCURITY?

BY: BRIAN MAHONEY
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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VISIT US ONLINE AT E-ZGUTTER.COM TO SEE OUR 
COMPLETE LINE-UP OF GUTTER GUARD PROTECTION. 

SSCCAANN  TTHHEE  QQRR  CCOODDEE  FFOORR  MMOORREE  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN

THE NEWEST TEAM MEMBERS IN E-Z GUTTER GUARD PROTECTION.

PREMIUM STAINLESS STEEL GUTTER GUARDS 
THAT ARE TOUGH AND EASY TO INSTALL.

E-Z -LEAF

STAINLESS STEEL TOUGH 
PREMIUM GUTTER FILTER

STAINLESS STEEL TOUGH 
PREMIUM GUTTER FILTER

EASY TO INSTALL!
SLIDES RIGHT UNDER THE SHINGLES.

EASY TO INSTALL!
SNAPS RIGHT INTO THE GUTTER.

DESTROYER

Our E-Z-Leaf Destroyer is the only stainless steel 
filter, on the market, that “snaps” into standard  
gutters with spring tension. 

Water from the roof easily flows through  
our uniquely designed water separator and 
debris lifter.

E-Z -LEAF
ELIMINATOR

• STAINLESS	STEEL	
FILTER

• CORROSION
RESISTANT	

• ALUMINUM	EDGES	
• BEAD	LOCKS

•	 WATER	SEPARATOR
• INCLUDES	STAINLESS	
STEEL	SCREWS

• FLEXES	TO	MATCH	
THE	ROOF	PITCH

•	 STAINLESS	STEEL
	FILTER

•	 FILTER-FINE	MESH
•	 SNAP-IN	INSTALL	–
THE	ONLY	ONE	ON	
THE	MARKET

•	 ALUMINUM	EDGE
•	 INVERTED	ARCH
•	 BEAD	LOCKS
•	 PROFILE	SLOPES
TO	SHED	DEBRIS
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Hidden in shadow line 

Sold in over 40 states ... it works! 

Made out of 6063 alloy aluminum 

Don't be fooled- Bumpers collapse!

Works in any application of slanted fascia 

Available in s': 6': half round and 1 x2 application 

         THE STRONGEST GUTTER WEDGE ON THE MARKET! 

Watch it work! 

®

ttrruussssiinncc..ccoomm  ttrruussssgguutttteerrpprroodduuccttss..ccoomm  
((888888))772244--66332299

G utter Protection System

•  Worker (installer) issues: 

•  Pricing and profitability, and;

•  The respect you command in the marketplace. 

HVAC and Plumbing employees make a nice living. The average 
hourly rate for HVAC technician across the entire United States 
is $24 an hour according to Zip Recruiter. We identified nine 
states where the typical salary for a HVAC Technician is above 
the national average ($49,242). Topping the list is Massachusetts, 
with Hawaii and Connecticut close behind in second and third. 

Connecticut beats the national average by 4.7 percent. And 
Massachusetts furthers that trend with another $3,366 (almost seven 
percent) above that national average, according to Zip Recruiter. 

Plumbers across the U.S. fare pretty much the same. The av-
erage hourly rate for plumbers across the entire country is 
$25.69; or on an annual basis - around $50,000.

However, this is just an average, and the number includes 
salaries listed for plumbing positions in the areas with the 
highest cost of living, such as San Francisco or New York and 
low cost of living communities, like in most rural towns. The 
state with the highest average hourly rate is Delaware, where 
a plumber there earns an average hourly rate of $40.32. 

On the other hand, the state with the lowest average hourly 
rate is South Dakota, where plumbers earn an average pay 
of just $14.11 per hour in a much lower cost-of-living area.

The hourly rate for a home improvement contractor, according 
to homewyse.com, ranges from $86 to $129 depending on 
which state you live in. Higher rates are found mostly in the 
northeast, west coast, and states where labor unions still have 
greater influence.

But based on HR-reported data from salary.com: and again, 
depending on the state they work; wages for gutter installers 
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range from $14 to $34 an hour. Take the median figure and 
you are looking at a little over $48,000 annually.

It seems there’s always a need for (but never enough of) 
good, reliable gutter installers available for hire. And this can 
prominently impact the other two primary success issues listed 
above: because if you can’t get enough good installers at an 
attractive wage, your company’s work volume (and income) 
suffers. And if your overall workforce lacks experience, the 
quality of your work is substandard; and you risk losing respect 
in the marketplace. This in-turn makes it difficult to sell value 
to your prospective customers because it’s harder to justify a 
fair and decent bid.

PRICING AND PROFITABILITY
Yet, many installers, especially the newer ones, 
find it necessary to undercut their competition 
to win the project: And in the doing, devalue 
the entire gutter service business, financially 
and reputation-wise. But monthly increases in 
materials are creating a precarious situation 
and adding to the problem. Cutting corners 
during the install and using inferior materials 
seriously threaten service quality. Who loses 
in this environment? Both the homeowner and 
the installer! Why is that? We asked the pro-
fessionals and got some interesting feedback. 

One is Curt Dyer Sales Manager for Senox 
Corp. He says that many in the industry who 
are just starting out see the need to undercut 
the competition to get a foothold in the indus-
try. But he warns that, “If they are not careful, 
especially in this economic environment, as 
we see price increases almost monthly on 
Aluminum, and fail to account for at least 
increases on a quarterly basis in material 
costs, they will soon be out of business.”

Gutter installations are very regional and 
many installers across the country are set in 
their ways of installing gutters and managing 
their business. Mr. Dyer notes that referrals 
and a website “help educate a customer and 
inform homeowners who are driven by more 
than just price alone.” He adds that websites 
generate phone calls (and emails) asking for 
specific information about selections, service 
levels and other ‘closing’ issues. Promptly, 
professionally replying to share requested 
information with a prospect, influences dis-
cussions and makes a positive first-impression. 

Derek Chute of Hydra Flo Guttering in Tulsa, Oklahoma says 
that ideally, if people in an industry honor best business 
practices, they can avoid being regulated by the state or 
federal government. 

In the long run, when you honestly sell value, then deliver it; 
you set yourself apart from your “price busting,” hand-to-mouth 
competitors. Are you in business to make a buck, or to make a 
living? Sooner or later (mostly sooner) gutter business owners 
who make a buck by undercutting the market find themselves 
closing their doors and moving on to their next short-term gig.

QUALITY
All corners have been rounded 

to prevent scratches to gutters 
and applicators 

STRENGTH
Made in America 
using heavy duty .060 
recycled aluminum 

PERFORMANCE
Holds the season’s heaviest 
snow and ice loads

Want to know more about Boss 
J2 Hanger? Call today for free 
samples and discount coupons!

The Boss J2 Hanger is designed to offer a higher 
level of quality, strength and performance

 CALL TODAY: (877) 281-2700

LEARN 
MORE!
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Many in the manufacturing industry turn 
to automation to mitigate safety issues, 
increase speed and efficiency, and stem 

the problems of labor issues.

In 2021, KWM Gutterman Inc. added an additional 24,000 
square feet to their factory to house robotic arms and CNC 
machines which handle the loading and unloading of CNC 
machinery parts. Also added were automatic welding ma-
chines. Both help to keep up with the production side of the 
company’s business.

SMART MACHINES

Leading-edge devices, such as the KWM Ironman Next Generation 
Smart Machine, do the work for you by, “controlling gutter lengths 
plus or minus one-eighth" without manually measuring.

Here is how:

•  The operator inputs the length on the touch screen and 
pushes “start.”

•  The machine runs to length, allowing the operator to pause 
and install hangers, components, or adjust measurements, 
if needed.

•  Push “resume” to finish the run.

•  With the run complete, the operator then cuts the gutter.

With a touch of the screen, the Ironman will automatically 
add for miters, if applicable, keep a total of the daily material 
run, and the total footage. Once you activate the password 
protection feature, you’ll be assured that only authorized 
personnel are allowed to operate the machine.

SMARTPHONE APPS BENEFIT INSTALLERS

Powerful new Apps developed specifically for use on smartphones 
and tablet computers are exclusively designed for gutter installers. 
These “programs” help with everything from business operations 
to materials and financial accounting to customer management 
to lead tracking, payroll and just about everything in between. 
In the November/December edition of Gutter Enterprise, we go 
over many of the popular Apps and some of their features. 

Developed primarily by manufacturers of gutter and roofing 
materials and other services used by this industry, they can 
assist in estimating jobs, invoicing, ordering materials, sched-
uling, tracking installations and even crew instructions.

One or two even include intuitive platforms which turn your 
CAD drawings and floor plans into custom takeoff and pro-
posal documents. Additional Apps such as, Arcsite and EZ 
Run, are also available.

AUTOMATION IN THE INDUSTRY 
BY: BRIAN MAHONEY | PHOTO CREDIT: KWM
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RUN OUT STANDS

When used properly, they will handle gutter lengths up to 
40 ft, leaving workers to do other tasks like installing hidden 
hangers in the gutters.

Experienced gutter machine operators understand the im-
portance of a properly working gutter machine as it may 
require tweaking or changing-out rigging from a five-inch 
to six-inch profile.

HANGERS HAVE EVOLVED

Back in the day you had spikes & ferrules. “Many installers 
still use them in the western states,” according to Curt Dyer of 
Senox Corp. But when the installer misses that spike and ruins 
that gutter; it’s trash and wasted money. 

Due to the lack of finding quality craftmanship, hidden hangers 
have evolved over the years to include: hangers with clip and 
no clip, hidden hangers with screws, or hanger straps. Fascia 
brackets are also used in place of spikes and ferrules at times. They 
come in a variety of materials: aluminum, brass and galvanized.

HAND TOOLS HAVE PROGRESSED

Screw guns evolved utilizing torque which avoids over-tightening.

Other tools that assist gutter installers, such as GutterSling and 
EZ Miter, are available for installer convenience.

So, yes as we progress into the future, we continue to see auto-
mation replace – or at least enhance – much of our day-to-day 
operations. But we still must get the gutters from the machine 
up onto the structure. And that still takes a human interface.

Stamped Fascia Bracket 8”, 6” & 5” 
 Available in .050 Copper, Galvalume,  

13 Aluminum Colors in .063 Aluminum  

Cast Wedges for Angled Fascia 
Downspout Brackets also available in 5”, 4” & 3”

Half Round Reverse Bead Spherical End Cap 
 Installs left or right 

8”, 6” & 5”  Copper & Aluminum

The Only Half Round Reverse Bead  
Spherical End Cap in The Gutter Industry!

Open Curl 
Cast Fascia Bracket 

Aluminum Cast  
Fascia Brackets available in  

3 Powder Coated Colors: White,  
Dark Bronze & Galvalume-Hue 

Streamline  
Cast Fascia Bracket

Cast Fascia Brackets  
available in 8", 6" & 5"  

Brass & Aluminum 

Scroll Bar Bracket &  Classic Bar Bracket 
8”, 6” & 5”  Copper, Aluminum & Steel 

New Heavy Duty 1 1/4” x 3/16”  
Also Extreme Duty 1 1/2” x 3/16”  

The strongest on the market 
Roof Mount Bar Brackets also available

Plain Rib Cast Fascia Bracket 
Shown with Cast Wedge for  
Angled Fascia, available in  

45º, 37.5º, 30º, 22.5º, 15º & 7.5º 
Over 30 different styles of  

Cast Fascia Brackets available 

New!New!  110088””  ~o~orr~~  113322””  SSectiectioonsns  
45º 37.5º 30º 22.5º 15º 7.5º

Radius Gutter available  
in Half Round  8”, 6”  , 5”    
K-Style in 7”, 6”, 5”

Copper, Mill Finish 
Aluminum &  
Galvalume

Custom  
profiles  
available.

ClassicGutters.com
(269) 665-2700

 

                    

 *Rectangular 2x3, 3x4 or 4x5
 *Round 3" or 4"
 *Square 2-5/8" or 3-1/4" 
 *Downspout, Elbow & Offsets
   from the same automated machine

Buy & Sell Used Equipment - Call for a Quote
Skyline Enterprises, Inc.- 303-744-3233 - nrich@skyline-us.com

Downspout & Elbow
Forming Machinery
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Owners Bill and Debby Moore of Gutter Guys in 
Arizona offer a singular, open-minded, approach 
to gutter installation: “Think outside the box.” This 

mantra has been the foundation of Gutter Guys service since 
Bill’s team began serving their customers in 1988. Over the 
years it has produced some of the most innovative and creative 
installation solutions, with the Gutter Guys service core being 
optimal functionality and some of the strongest gutter systems 
ever created: from retro fits to new construction.

“Our motto; ‘beauty in form and function’ says it all,” according 
to Bill. “We truly believe a great gutter system should not only 
function perfectly, it should also fit the home to appear as if 
the gutters ‘grew out’ from the structure. We evaluate each 
home that way to build the best possible system.”

One feature of Gutter Guys unique service is the ability to fit 
any type of structure. Many of the company’s gutter system 
installations are retro-fits which were not originally designed for 
the structure. But they enhance the style of each building’s design.

Bill has a background in engineering that began when he was 
a youngster. It empowers Gutter Guys to custom design these 
many distinctive, one-off gutter systems that reflect the owner’s 

unique needs and desires. “Our systems come 

in copper, aluminum and steel and we utilize heavy gauge 
hangers, ceramic coated neoprene washer screws, and Lexal 
sealants, he says. “Only the very best will do. We calculate roof 
types, sizes and lengths of run to figure gutter and downspout 
locations and sizes.

One particular install shown below had a unique request, “The 
owners thought the copper gutters were too shiny, so we set 
up a climate-controlled 60' long workstation(see page 13), 
removed 500 feet of half-round copper gutters and patined 
them. This was a huge job. Just the patina process took 400 
man-hours and cost over $30K.

One of the unique traits of building gutters in Arizona is they 
aren’t used 99 percent of the time, and the other one percent 
are needed to manage floodwaters that hit the homes’ roofs. 
Moore has computed how much rain thusly: “It’s .624 gallons 
of water for every one square foot of roof surface per one 
inch of rainfall.” To visualize that total amount, he says, an 
afternoon’s worth of an Arizona gully washer could easily fill 
up the average back yard in-ground swimming pool.

Rain gutters not only protect and beautify homes by collecting 
and channeling rainwater running from the roof. They come 
in a variety of shapes and sizes and in many colors; most of 

which are covered by a 50-year paint warranty. 

ARIZONA’S GUTTERGUYS’
VERSATILE SERVICE OFFERING MAKES IT A 

‘GO-TO’ PROVIDER  
OF PREMIUM INSTALLATION SERVICES
BY: GN BOWEN EDITOR | PHOTO CREDIT: GUTTERGUYSAZ

INSTALLER SPOTLIGHT
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Gutter Guys does not stop at ‘just gutters.’ Many installations 
include beam and rail capping to protect and beautify exposed 
wooden soffits and fascia. Another unique product offering 
from the company involves custom finishing; such as chimney 
caps and leader heads that create attractive protection to 
these exposed surfaces. 

Water harvesting has become a very popular topic of con-
versation lately. “And our water management systems have 
grown tenfold in the last 10 years, Moore says.”

Bill’s engineering expertise allows Gutter Guys to provide 
complete installations, from above ground (simple single barrel 
installations) to large cisterns. The many uses include rain runoff 
collection and storage to use for non-potable landscaping, 
outside home maintenance, as well as potable drinking water 
in Arizona’s arid desert climate where every drop counts. 

But sometimes, considering the nature of Mother Nature’s “supply 
chain,” Moore probably can’t install large enough cisterns or barrel 
systems to keep up with all the water that falls only a few times a year.

60-FOOT CLIMATE CONTROL WORK STATION CHIMNEY CAPS AND LEADER HEADS
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Today we look at a few tactical ways that can make us better 
problem solvers.

Visible problems are what you see above water and are easy 
to spot.

As you move down the iceberg, visibility lessens. Problems 
become more difficult to detect and articulate. But just because 
you can't see them, doesn't mean they're not impacting the 
way things are done. 

A lot of visible problems are caused by invisible ones. Due 
to their nature, these invisible problems usually go untended, 
which often result in serious, crippling, long-term impact.

THE KEY TO BEING A BETTER PROBLEM SOLVER

Training yourself to identify and describe these invisible prob-
lems can make you a better overall problem solver. Here are 
three ways to help you detect them:

1. START WITH A GOOD QUESTION

The real challenge isn’t solving the problem, but knowing which 
one needs attention. It’s a matter of identifying and prioritizing. 
Knowing which problems are actually the most important may 
sound easier than it is. This is especially true when you’re part 
of a complex environment with a lot of circulating information, 
or “moving parts.”

But there’s good news: You don't need to know the problem to 
get started; just find the right question. A good one can help 
you frame a problem and bring a new perspective on things 
you may have previously missed.

Here are some examples of good questions:

•  If everyone could only work for four hours a day, what would 
they stop doing?

•  What issue is everyone avoiding that keeps us from being 
a more creative and innovative company?

•  What process or habit is so stamped into our culture that 
makes change so difficult?

•  What tasks consume the most time but are the least valuable 
to customers?

•  What are we doing right now that we must stop doing?

•  If you were buying your company today, what’s the first thing 
you’d change?

2. DRILL DOWN WITH THE FIVE WHY’S METHOD

The “Five Why’s?” is an iterative technique that reveals the 
cause-and-effect relationship of a particular problem. The 
idea is very simple — to identify the root-cause for a 
problem. You repeat the question "Why?" five times. Each 
answer then forms the basis of the next question.

By using this method, you can take a visible problem and 
reveal the underlying “invisible problem.”

Here’s an example of this method in action:

1.  Employees often miss important meetings and  
workshops. Why?

2.  Emails and invites are often not read properly. Why?

3.  Employees get too many internal emails, so it's hard to 
keep up. Why?

4.  There are no best practices on how to write short, effective 
emails. Why?

5.  Best practices are not documented in our company (the 
underlying or invisible problem). Why?

3. USE AN ABSTRACTION LADDER

Companies have multiple layers. These layers go from easily 
identifiable entities (like individual employees) to more abstract 
entities (like departments or company culture). Invisible problems 
can be hidden in any of these layers, but it's more likely that they 
will be found in one of the upper layers.

THE JOB DESCRIPTION FOR VIRTUALLY EVERY LEADER

SOLVE PROBLEMS 
BY: SAM PAGE CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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An Abstraction Ladder is one method to visualize this. It shows 
how language and thinking progress from concrete to abstract. 
Concrete concepts are nearer the bottom of the ladder, while 
abstract concepts sit closer to the top. 

Whenever you encounter a visible problem, you can use the 
Abstraction Ladder to understand where the invisible problem 
is hiding.

Here’s how it works in practice: draw an abstraction ladder 
for your organization that starts with "Single Employee" and 
continues all the way up to "Whole Company". When you run 
into a problem, look at each step in the ladder and ask yourself, 

"What is going on in this layer that is contributing to the problem?"

WHY THIS CAN HAVE A BIG IMPACT

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
almost a third of Americans drive on under-inflated tires. 
According to experts, Americans lose 1 billion gallons of fuel 
every year owing to under-inflated tires. In terms of dollars, this 
equates to $2.8 billion to $3.4 billion in fuel waste every year.

Businesses face the same kind of problems. Discrete problems 
and shortcomings go unnoticed and ignored; sometimes for 
years. This chips away at a company's overall efficiency and 
production. If left unchecked, over time even the most miniscule 
problem can grow into a self-fulfilling one; resulting in a major 
and cumulative negative effect on any company’s practices, 
and ultimately, its’ bottom line.

Sam Page 
B.Psych(Hons), M.Psych, M.B.A., MAPS, Registered Psychologist
Director, NeuroTriggers Group

Watch 
the video

Guttersling

GutterSling 

is the first tool 
designed to help you 
install gutters from 40’, 50’, 60’ 
or longer, a crew is not needed. Install 
your own gutters and put dollars in your pocket.
Order your GutterSling today and start being more 
productive and profitable. Call (856) 874-0706 or 
visit us at guttersling.com.
For all the latest GutterSling details and current 
pricing, go to our website and order today.

GUTTERSLINGGUTTERSLING
THE

A PROFESSIONAL TOOL
TM

Call/Scan to find out why!

MicroMeshGutterGuards.com            1-855-971-5683

Sell a micromesh and you’ll stand 
apart from the competition.

Sell patented CopperCare™

anti-moss micromesh and you’ll 
have no competition.
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gutter
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My patent attorney tells me that less than one-in-10 
patented products make it to market. It’s true. A friend 
of mine received a patent for a product. But it never 

got to market. But I believe he failed because after getting his 
patent, he didn’t properly prepare to successfully market or 
sell it. The story of my invention, the EZ Miter Gutter Template, 
wouldn’t be a success without proper planning, professional 
help, a bit of luck, the opinion of people who knew more than 
I, but in one case, following my gut instincts.

I was in the hospital recovering from triple bypass heart sur-
gery and my crew was out doing a job in Texas. They had 
a chopped-up house with lots of inside and outside miters. 
And since I could not be there, I kept worrying about leaks 
and my workers were using too much sealant. I was also 
concerned that we would have to re-do this work because of 
the antiquated ways we were cutting the gutters for outside 
and inside corners. With nothing for me to do to do for nine 
days but worry, I kept thinking to myself how there had to be 
a better way. 

We tried using an old gutter piece, cut into a 45, and slid it 
into the gutter until it got bent, torn, and discarded. We tried 
using a tri-square; which was a joke! The biggest problem 
with a tri-square is by measuring the outside of the gutter in 
a 45, you have to run the gutter out, completely and flip it, 
mark it, flip it again, mark it, flip it again, mark it, then cut 
your marks on both ends. It works perfectly, but with a 40 
or 50 foot long gutter, a tremendous amount of time wasted. 
And time is money. Many of you often use a chop-saw at 
the end of your gutter machine; a very imaginative way of 
making it work.

But I thought to myself, “what if someone would invent a 
template that goes inside the gutter for you to mark at a true 
45-degree angle and use the tool as the gutter comes out of 
the gutter machine”. This seemed a much better answer to 
solving the “45-degree angle problem.”

Once released from the hospital, I took a piece of cardboard 
and cut it into the needed shape. But I didn’t know what to 
do next. Shortly after, I was in our local home show, and met 
a gentleman who invented a simple product for a paint can. I 
asked how he got this done. He knew about a local company 
that owned an injection molding machine that made his parts. 
So, I spoke with them. They said they would have to design 
the tool on a CAD computer program, and send the file to a 
printer in Dallas, to make a 3D version of the part from which 
we would be able to make the injection molding tool.

So, the CAD file was sent to Dallas for the printer to make a 
real 3D model. When I received the image back I was pleased. 
I then asked what an injection molding template would cost. I 
was told I needed two 3D print examples at a cost of $67,000 
each: one for five inch gutters and another for six inch. I didn’t 
have $134,000 lying around and thought about taking a 
second mortgage out on my house; which was a HUGE RISK.

Knowing that I would need a patent for my EZ Miter, my first task 
was to replicate the 3D printing process. This expensive step was 
recommended by a millionaire friend in Dallas who said I was 
crazy for not going this route. But the copies I would get from a 
recommended Dallas printer would be made from a high-end 
printing device which costs $6,000 more to buy, than the cost of the 
double 3D print run ($134,000 total for a pair of these renderings). 
Plus, I knew in the end that I would need more than just the two.

I then began learning about 3D printers: searching for one I could 
afford that could fit my patent application needs. After weeks 
of testing several lower-end printers, I found a company whose 
renderings were done on a $6,000 device that was perfect! So, 
knowing I would save a tremendous amount of money by creating 
renderings with my own printer, I bought that model.

I was now ready to apply for my patent. There are three 
different types. My patent attorney suggested first spending 
$750 for a patent search, to see if there were any devices 

EVERYBODY HAS A GREAT IDEA
BUT FEW PATENT THEIRS: TOO BAD
BY: DJ MILLS OWNER OF EZ MITER 
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close to my design. I wasn’t interested in that, or creating a 
highly technical design description (twice as expensive as the 
background search). 

Filing for the patent itself cost $5000. My attorney suggested 
I was wasting my money by not doing those recommended 
searches and risked my application being eliminated by pre-ex-
isting patents of similar EZ Miter devices. But my gut told me 
that none existed. So I told him to file the application by itself. 
Even if in the end I was right, I was extremely lucky. Ordinarily, 
not heeding the advice of an experienced patent attorney is 
a terrible idea and I do not recommend it.

Normally, the entire process usually takes about two years. But 
since I was 70 years old, my application could be expedited. 
So I was fortunate to have my patent approved in only seven 
months. But there were still two more steps to get the EZ Miter 
to generate income for me: packaging the device, and then 
marketing it. 

The first task, packaging, was not difficult. I already knew 
how to use Adobe’s InDesign desktop publishing application 
which took only a few hours. 

Marketing was next. Since I had “broadcast quality” video equip-
ment I made a promotional video. I needed a proper background 
for the video; which was accomplished by a quick trip to FastSigns 
for a custom eight foot by 10 foot background. The video “shoot” 
(with two cameras) took about three hours, then two days to edit. 

After uploading it to YouTube we started generating a few 
quick sales. I could do better. And after targeting my niche 
audience through Gutter Enterprise, my sales really took off! 

It took a little over two years from my vision of this EZ Miter 
tool in the hospital to selling my first one. Since then we’ve 
added a similar product for bay windows. Later this year we 
will introduce Mike’s Gutter Buddy Tool which allows one man 
to hang 30 to 40 foot long gutters himself. A six-inch half round 
gutter miter tool is also on the drawing board. 

We’ve come a long way from what was first a dream. And I 
thank everybody along the way who helped me AND those 
who purchase my EZ Miter Gutter Templates. 

If you have a dream to invent something, do everything in 
your power to make it come true.

The best just got better.
Now manufacturing 027 gauge 4” smooth 

and/or corrugated round downspout & elbows.
ALL 1/2 ROUND IS 032 GAUGE.

20+ 
COLORS

12 
COLORS

30+ 
COLORS

of accessories in stock 
and always available
(additional colors 
available upon request)

available for 5” & 6” 
traditional bead, 
plus copper

available for reverse bead, 
5” & 6” in aluminum 
plus steel downspout 
and gutter to 24 gauge

For more information call or visit our website:
717.548.2322 • WilhelmSpouting.com

Traditional 
Bead

Reverse
Bead

K gutters 
available 
in 5”, 6” 

&  7”

The
largest 

selection 
in the 
US!

PA033830
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LEADING TECHNOLOGY HELPS CONTRACTORS 
SERVE RAINWATER HARVESTING MARKET 

Rainwater harvesting is becoming a necessity for homeowners 
around the country as billions of people experience water 

shortages during drought months, and some states even limit 
water usage. But Gutterglove can help homeowners maximize 
their clean rainwater by installing its Underwriters Lab (UL) 
certified gutter guards. 

In 2016, Gutterglove saw the importance of rainwater harvest-
ing and worked with Underwriters Lab to ensure its products 
were producing water that could be reused safely. UL is a 
credential awarded to products that set the best practices 
for their respective industries. The stainless steel micro-mesh 
products are currently UL certified for rainwater catchment 
(NSF P151) and lead-free drinking water (NSF 372). 

The patented technology works like a fine-mesh strainer, pro-
hibiting even tiny particles from polluting the rainwater. The 
collected water can be used for many chores around the 
home such nourishing the garden or lawn, washing cars or 
home exterior, or even supply water to a washing machine 
or dishwasher. 

With Gutterglove, con-
tractors can provide an 
eco-friendly, multipurpose 
solution that gives clients 
access to clean water and 
clean gutters. Both the con-
tractor and the homeowner 
can be reassured knowing the product they are installing is 
backed by more than 25 years of industry experience. 

These contractors are supported through the DoneRight by 
Gutterglove Program, where they are given access to end-to-
end solutions to grow their business at any stage. The new 
cutting-edge technology, the DoneRight Hub, provides instal-
lation guidance, marketing tools, sales support materials, and 
real-time analytics that will allow any contractor to dominate 
their local market. 

Learn more about Gutterglove’s products or the DoneRight 
program by visiting gutterglove.com/doneright.

NEW TECH MACHINERY OPENS PORTABLE 
ROLLFORMING SERVICE & ENGINEERING CENTER 
AURORA, CO – New Tech Machinery (NTM), a member of 
the Mazzella Companies’ family and a leading manufacturer 
of portable rollforming machines and equipment, expanded its 
footprint by recently leasing an additional building to house 
the Service and Engineering departments separately. 

Since 2020, New Tech Machinery has continued to see higher 
demand for products. As a result, production capabilities at 
the main facility were limited as it served as both a production 
and service center. This called for a dedicated environment 
for the Service and the Engineering departments. 

“We wanted a professional, world-class facility to bring clients 
in for training, service, and provide an experience our com-
petitors don’t offer. This facility gives us so many options to 
take great care of our customers, whether through R&D and 
engineering of new ideas and products, or through a top-tier 
training or service experience. We are excited to invite people 
inside to see what NTM has to offer,” said Terry McGuire, Vice 
President of New Tech Machinery.

The NTM Service and Engineering Center address is 16303 
E. 32nd Ave. Suite 15 Aurora, CO 80011.

For questions or more information about service or training, 
visit https://newtechmachinery.com/service-training/.

GUTTERGLOVE, INC. Alli Sparks, PR Coordinator (931) 261-8446 asparks@gutterglove.com 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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READERS COLUMN

A TESLA INSTALL

Pete Erickson of Done Right Gutters in Ewing 
Township, N J just outside of Philadelphia has 
seen his fair share of Tesla Roofs and has some 

interesting insight as how to handle these unique roofs. 
Pete says, “You should have a three-man crew working 
to install gutters when a Tesla Roof comes into play.” 
Yet, because Tesla materials are so expensive, and 
he’s highly experienced, Erickson prefers to do these 
installations on his own.

Because the surface of the Tesla roof is smooth, the rain 
comes off the roof quickly. So Pete suggests using Gutter 
Rx leaf guards to manage the overflow. The inside miters 
use drop-in screens to handle the onslaught of water. 
With any of the solid top guards half the water will 
run over the inside mitre. A drop-in gutter guard with 
a diverter is the only chance it has to work effectively. 
But sadly, he admits that, “In a heavy rain just forget it! 
Nothing can manage it.” 

PHOTO CREDIT // Done Right Gutters

National Marketing and Sales Position
for well established 

Gutter Guard Manufacturer 
Some Investment & Signi�cant Experience Required

call 732-531-1123 

September 2020 Gutter Enterprise 15

7“ Box Gutter
Seamless
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Sizes
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Downspout
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5“ K Gutter
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Seamless
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Gutter
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ROLL FORMED SEAMLESS GUTTER & ACCESSORIES

1-800-628-5849 • info@garretymfg.com
www.garretymfg.com

150 COLORS AVAILABLE • CUSTOM DOWNSPOUTS AND ACCESSORIES

COMMERCIAL  
& INDUSTRIAL
•  Aluminum .032-.050
•  Steel 22-24 gauge
•  Copper 16 & 20 oz

Circle Reader Service #229

CALL (877) 800-2500 
Email Sales@RaytecLLC.com

See more at RaytecLLC.com

GutterWorks.com 
BY FRONT STREET MANUFACTURING, INC.

DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS  
Universal to fit ANY drain tile in the ground

Available in 
Black or White 
for the same  
low price

Sizes 2x3x3, 
2x3x4, 3x4x3, 
3x4x4, 4x4x4, 
5x5x4, 6x6x6 
and also 4x6x4 & 
4x6x6 which also 
fit 4x5 down pipe

PRICING ON WEBSITE
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $300

Many more items available 
at www.gutterworks.com

888-376-6871
DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE

Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871

Manufactured  
in Iowa by  

Front Street Mfg.

Manufactured 
in Iowa by 

Gutterworks Mfg.

Available in 
Black or White
for the same
low price
New 3x4x6 Size 
Available!!
Sizes 2x3x3
2x3x4, 3x4x3
3x4x4, 4x4x4
5x5x4, 6x6x6
and also 4x6x4
4x6x6 which also
fit 4x5 down pipe

Pricing on Website
Free Shipping on orderS over $300
Many more items available 
at www.gutterworks.com
888-376-6871 Scan the QR code 



Most of us are familiar with the phrase "ready…aim…
fire!" We chuckle when it gets rearranged to "Ready…
Fire…Aim! We see the humor in that because we 

are too often guilty of that sequence in some way or another! 
It's hard to hit the target when we don't take the time to ready 
ourselves, take proper aim, then fire toward the target. Not 
much chance for a successful outcome. 

More often than I would like to admit we haven't been as pre-
pared, didn't take time to aim, or have a good target in regard 
to hiring new employees to work in our company. We're pretty 
good at recognizing we need help, just not very good at hiring 
help! We've hired people that, never showed up, couldn't stand 
the weather, were obstinate, impossible to get along with, lazy, 
couldn't seem to grasp the concepts of the seam goes to the 
back and the crimped end is down, afraid of heights! (Yes, we 
asked them), allergic to the sun, never showered, were thieves, 
chronically late or missing…. and on it goes. 

It's easy to put the fault for those results on these employees that 
didn't work out, but the truth is many of them probably should 
not have been hired in the first place. And that fault lies with 
me and our hiring process. I'm not the "sharpest", "pointiest" 
tool in the workshop but I got thinking if I applied a bit more 
science to hiring people, we might have a better outcome.

Using our theme of "Ready…Aim...Hire! here are some ideas 
to help be better prepared when hiring new employees. 

1.  DEFINE THE JOB- A good job description is essential in many 
ways. Advertising, interviewing, pay, training, production and 
evaluating progress are areas benefited by defining the job. 

2.  DETERMINE WAGE- The position you are looking to fill will 
have an average wage for the responsibilities and skills 
required. To be competitive in the marketplace it is necessary 
to pay accordingly. Obviously, it is unwise to overpay, but 
we should be as generous as possible. 

3.  UNDERSTAND THE COST- The wage you will pay, taxes, 
insurance, benefits, tools, transportation, clothing all must 
be considered. Ideally installers will generate enough extra 

income to justify the cost. Advertising may have to be 
increased to generate leads for additional salespeople. 
Administrative help might be a huge relief but a big increase 
in overhead. None of us want to be in the position of having 
to step back simply because we didn't know the actual costs 
of adding employees. 

4.  IDENTIFY NECESSARY CHARACTERISTICS- Employees that 
are a good fit for most any company share four basic qual-
ities: 1) Stability 2) Integrity 3) Aptitude and 4) Likeability. 
If they are so unsettled in their lives, they are unable to be 
faithful to work, cannot be trusted, don't possess the skills, 
or can't be trained to do the work, and are difficult to get 
along with or disruptive to everyone else, there is small 
likelihood they will be helpful to your company over time. 

5.  GET GOOD AT INTERVIEWING! The interview is the op-
portunity for you and the candidate to assess if the job will 
be mutually beneficial. They need to know what will be 
expected of them, get a glimpse of your company culture, 
what they can expect in pay and benefits, and if there is 
room for advancement. From the company's standpoint 
you're trying to discover if they are stable, honest, able to 
do the work and would they get along well with everyone. 
The application, interview questions, and discussion should 
be designed to reveal this information. 

6.  DON'T SHORTCUT THE PROCESS! We often make spur of 
the moment decisions, get in a hurry, are stressed from all 
the responsibilities and demands etc. The tendency is to 
hire a warm body with a pulse. That seldom works out. We 
probably have said the following at some time, "anything 
worth doing is worth doing right the first time." That phi-
losophy certainly applies to hiring employees. 

If we can define our employee needs, know the numbers, 
have a step-by-step approach to advertising the job, receiving 
applications, reviewing and investigating the applicants, and 
a great informative interview, our chances of successfully hiring 
good employees will be dramatically improved. 

Ready…Aim…Hire! 

"READY, AIM… HIRE! "
BY DERECK CHUTE- CONTRIBUTING WRITER  
AND OWNER OF HYDRA-FLO GUTTERING, TULSA OK
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Open-faced downspouts are generally used in colder 
climates to mitigate any pressure build-up from ice that 
may burst the crimp at the back of the downspouts. 

The seam normally found behind the downspout, once popped, 
can cause downspouts to leak. This often leads to deterioration 
of the wall behind the spout which requires expensive repairs.

Repairing water damage and even penetration through these 
walls can be expensive. However, this can be averted with 
Open-Faced Downspouts. 

If this water damage is allowed to spread, this uncontrolled 
“penetration“ damage can threaten concrete or cinder walls. 
Metal roofs can suffer and experience accelerated rusting. 
And in some instances, Stucco walls could completely collapse. 

When winter ice builds-up in standard downspouts, many 
serious issues can arise. The biggest one is that ice builds up 
in a regular closed downspout; adding a tremendous amount 
of weight on this vertical water channel which can pull it away 
from the outer structural wall and cause serious damage. 

The greatest danger occurs in areas where winter sun cannot 
reach the structure and produce an ice build-up. But even in 
areas that experience extreme winter temperatures, areas of 
the structure which do draw sunlight cannot completely avoid 
this icy threat to their gutter systems.

Open-faced downspouts allow increased air intake, which can 
improve water flow capacity. Traditional (closed) systems on the 
other hand, can form vacuum “air gulfs” which impede water 
flow and, in some extreme circumstances, even compromise 
some downspout structures.

Open-faced downspouts are also easier to inspect from dam-
age and blockages, as well as easier to clean and repair.

Individuals have used the open-faced downspout as a design 
feature to create a unique look. Water that runs down an open-
face downspout, in most cases, stays in the channel; similar to 
a regular downspout, and moves it away from the building. In 
some cases, with heavier or torrential rainfall one might see 
some water escaping the open-faced portion of the downspout.

You can choose to have one, 
two, or three openings in a 
10 foot section, and avail-
able in sizes 2”x3”, 3”x4” 
and 4”x5”. There are a num-
ber of companies which pro-
vide open-faced downspouts: 
Advance Arch., and Metal 
Era to name two.

Open-faced downspouts are 
available from Advanced 
Arch. in 3”x4” and 4”x5” 
applications and come in

•  24 Gauge Kynar 500®

•  24 Gauge Galvalume  
Plus alloy

•  032 Aluminum Kynar 500®

Open-faced downspouts are 
a great choice for people 
who live in colder climates. 
They dramatically eliminate 
the challenges that come 
with ice-buildup and prevent 
serious damage to any struc-
ture’s walls and roof lines.

OPEN-FACED DOWNSPOUTS
BY BRIAN MAHONEY | PHOTO CREDITS: ADV. ARCH

A Product You Can Hang Your Name On.

Complete water-seal design
Stronger than metal & vinyl hangers
Maintains shape.  No sagging gutters!

Learn more: www.Skyhookhangers.com
Email: info@skyhookhangers.com

Made in USA
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We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.  
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our magazine will benefit the entire industry.

This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and exposure to over 7500 subscribers nationally.

UPCOMING ISSUES
JULY 2022  
Theme Feature .....................................................  Hangers and Screws: What’s New

Profile ..................................................................... Installer & Manufacturer/Supplier

Technical Article .................................................................Round verses Rectangular

Departments ..................................................  Industry News, Tool & Product Reviews

SEPTEMBER 2022  
Theme Feature ............................................................... Diversification: Is It For You?

Profile ..................................................................... Installer & Manufacturer/Supplier

Technical Article ...........................................................................  Tools of The Trade

Departments ..................................................  Industry News, Tool & Product Reviews

INDUSTRY DIRECTORY 
Advanced Arch. Sheet Metal & Supply
www.advarchsm.com

American Gutters
www.guttermaterials.com

Barnett Valley Controller
www.barnettsvalleycontroller.com

Classic Gutter Systems, LLC
www.classicgutters.com

Cleveland Heat Cable
www.clevelandheatcable.com

Diamond Back Gutter Covers
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com

E-Z Gutter Guard Protection
www.e-zgutter.com

EZ Miter
www.ezmiterguttertemplate.com

GPI Gutter Products
www.gpigutterproducts.com

GutterSling
www.guttersling.com

Gutter Supply
www.guttersupply.com

Gutterworks Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com

Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com

Klean Gutter
www.micromeshgutterguards.com

KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com

Liberty Seamless Machinery 
www.libertyseamless.com

Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com

Petit Tool
www.petittool.com

Ralph Wilhelm  
Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com

Ruscoe Company 
www.ruscoe.com

SkyHook Hangers
www.skyhookhangers.com

Skyline Enterprises. Inc
nrich@skyline-us.com

The Only Four-Season Roof & 
Gutter Protection
www.allweatherarmour.com

The Royal Gutter & Drain Supply
www.royalguttersupply.com

The SpoutOff Rain Gutter Company 
www.thespoutoff.com

Truss Gutter Products
www.gutterflash.com

US Aluminum
www.usaluminuminc.com

To continue to receive Gutter Enterprise all year long! A 
Bi-Monthly publication for the seamless Gutter Industry.

SUBSCRIBE ON-LINE 
www.gutterenterprise.com/subscribe

send your product announcements or news releases to
brian@gutterenterprise.com
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SELLING GUTTERS
IN TODAY’S  

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Are We Pricing Ourselves
INTO OBSCURITY?

PHOTO CREDIT //  GutterGuysAZ- Excellent Marketing —  
Screen Printed Image of Bill Moore Owner

scan the QR code to subscRibe
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Say Goodbye
to Dirty Hangers,Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

Call U.S. Aluminum  |  800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!

Elite - 5” & 6”Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”

Speed Screw - 5” & 6”

I
N
C

Steel Powder Coated Screen

Small hole 
step downSmall hole

UltraFlo Small Hole UltraFlo MicroX
•   Small hole steel screen
•   Available in regular or step down
•   Less than 3/16 inch openings

•   Step down design
•   Less than 1/16 inch openings

Call U.S. Aluminum  |  800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!

Prevents leaves, pine 
needles, seeds and debris 
from clogging your gutters!



YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like 

no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water 

flow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubber-

based insert is weather resistant providing added support and 

positive drainage.

The extended front end of the 

Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter 

Corner provides an enlarged 

catch basin, directing water 

away from the front edge and 

channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing. 

The extensive line of gutter 

hangers includes M-Hook, Quick 

Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers 

for installations that are fast, 

straight and secure.

We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their 

fittings in their colors.

20655 Northline Road 
Taylor, Michigan 48180

734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY,  AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS

For your FREE Samples of these 
products, contact your supplier 
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

BEST

GUTTER HANGER
M-Hook


